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IN MEMORY OF EUGENE SCHENKMAN 
For each natural number n there exist finite dimensional centerless Lie 
algebras, L, whose derivation towers L 4 Der(L) Q Der(Der(L)) Q ... do not 
stabilize in less than n steps. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L be a finite dimensional Lie algebra with center 0. Set Der,(L) = L 
and, for i > 1, Deri(L) = Der(Der,-,(L)) w h ere Der(X) denotes the derivation 
algebra of X. Then each Deri(L) is centerless, so there are natural inclusions 
Der,(L) =C Der,(L) Q Der,(L) Q ***. 
We refer to this sequence as the derivation tower of L. In a well known paper, [6j, 
Schenkman proved that there is some n such that Der,(L) has only inner deriva- 
tions. That is, the sequence stabilizes: Der,(L) M Der,+,(L) m .... We call the 
minimal such n the height of the derivation tower. As Schenkman pointed out, 
his result is the Lie algebra counterpart of the Wielandt Tower Theorem which 
asserts that the automorphism tower of a finite group, G, with trivial center 
G CI Aut(G) u Aut(Aut(G)) Q ... 
stabilizes. Now it has been observed with respect to both theories that various 
additional hypotheses force uniform bounds on the heights of towers. For 
example, if G is a nonabelian characteristically simple group then Aut(Aut(G)) m 
Aut(G) [5, p. 3361. For Lie algebras the condition L = [I,, L] already ensures 
that the tower height is at most 1 [6, p. 173-1741. Thus the question arises as to 
whether derivation or automorphism towers can be arbitrarily tall. This question 
was answered affirmatively for automorphism towers by Ito and Nagata [2]. 
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However, their construction of tall automorphism towers, utilizing certain 
wreath products, does not appear to have an analogue for finite dimensional Lie 
algebras. 
The main purpose of this paper is to demonstrate, for each natural number n, 
the existence of Lie algebras with derivation tower height n. 
2. LIE ALGEBRAS WITH TALL DERIVATION TOWERS 
Our exhibition of tall derivation towers utilizes some observations made in [3] 
which relate normalizers of subalgebras of gI(V) to certain derivation algebras. 
Thus let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a field k and suppose H is a 
subalgebra of gI( V), the Lie algebra of all linear transformations of V. We denote 
by Norm(H) the normalizer of H in gI( V), that is 
Norm(H) = (+ E gI(V) I [$, H] C Hj 
Set Norm,,(H) = H and Normi = Korm(Norm+,(H)), for i 2 1. The 
sequence 
Norm,(H) <3 Norm,(H) u Norm,(H) CI .‘. 
is called the normalizer tower of H and the minimal n such that Norm,(H) = 
Norm,+,(H) is called the height of the normalizer tower. For any subalgebra, 
H, of gI(V) we denote by Y(H) the semidirect sum H + V in which I’ is 
regarded as an abelian vector space. Thus Y(H) has underlying vector space 
H + V and the multiplication for 4, $’ E H, TJ, o’ E V satisfies 
[C + uu, d’ + u’l = [CT $‘I + (CW - 4’W. 
We associate normalizer towers with derivation towers via 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [3, Section 21. Let H be a subalgebra of gI( V) and suppose 
there is a non-singular transformation in the center of H (for example, suppose the 
identity transformation, I, is in H). Then Y(H) has center 0 and Der(Y(H)) is 
isomorphic to Y(Norm(H)). 
We assume henceforth that the characteristic of k is 0. Then 
Norm(H) = Norm(k1 + H). 
Thus 
COROLLARY 2.2. If H is a subalgebra of gI( V) then 
Der,(Y(kI + H)) M Y(Normi(H)) 
foralli > 1. 
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The goal then is to construct tall normalizer towers and we shall do this in 
Theorem 2.5. It is convenient, first, to make some preliminary remarks and 
introduce additional notation. 
DEFINITION. A transformation, v, of V is called a principal nilpotent trans- 
formation if the minimal polynomial of v is ~~~~~~~~ 
LEMMA 2.3. Let v be a principal nilpotent transformation of V. Then v is 
contained in a unique maximal solvable subalgebra, J(v), of gI( V), namely 
J(v) = (+ E Hom(V, V) / 4(ker(vi)) C ker(vi) for all i > 0} 
Proof. Let H be a solvable subalgebra of gI( V) containing v. We must show 
that H stabilizes ker(vi), for i > 0. Now, over a suitable extension of the base 
field, V has a composition series relative to H with one-dimensional quotients. 
But, since v is principal nilpotent, the terms of such a series must be precisely 
{k44L~:i~o . I 
Of course, relative to an appropriate basis of V (i.e., one in which the first i 
elements, for i > 1, span ker(G)) J( v is represented by the algebra of all upper ) 
triangular matrices. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let v be a principal nilpotent transformation of V and let H be a 
Lie subalgebra of J(v) containing v. Then the entire normalizer tower of H lies 
within J(v). 
Proof. It suffices to show, under the given hypotheses, Norm(H) C J(v). Let 
4 E Norm(H). Since H is solvable, so is the algebra 124 + H. By the previous 
lemma, 4 E J(v). 1 
Let v be as above. We consider the descending series of ideals (associative as 
well as Lie) 
defined by 
JW = Jo 1 Jl3 Jz ... 
These ideals are also characterized by 
Ji = [vj Ji-11 for i>I. 
(1) 
(2) 
Denote by C(v) the centralizer of v in gl(V), i.e., 
C(v) = {#J E !3v7 I PA VI = 01 
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and let 
C, = C(v) n Ji for i > 0. 
Then C(v) consists precisely of the set of polynomials in v and 
C, =:~ span(G, Gil,...) for i > 0. 
Finally we recall that, if v is any nilpotent transformation of V, there exists a 
solution, 0, to [a, v] = v. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let V be a k-vector space of dimension n + 1 where n 3 3. 
Suppose v is a principal nilpotent transformation of V and let 0 satisfy [a, v] = v. 
Denote by H the subalgebra of gI(V) generated by v and let r = vu f 9~. Then 
the normalizer tower of H has height n. 
Proof. We shall describe the normalizer tower explicitly. Note that, by 
Lemma 2.3, 0 E J(v) and so, since J(v) is closed under composition, 7 E J(v). 
Thus, by Lemma 2.4, the tower lies within J(v). We shall see, in fact, that J(u) 
is the “top” of the tower. 
From [a, v] = v one derives, for p(x), q(x) E k[x] 
[P(V)% SW1 = VP(V) Q’(V). 
In particular 
[T, vi] = i(viii + vi?2) for i 3 1. 
(3) 
(4) 
It follows that 
(ad ~)j-l(v) r= (j - I)! vj mod(C,+,) for j 2 2, 
and so, by a reverse induction, we conclude that vj E H for n ,y j > 1. Thus 
We shall need 
For i > 2, [v, Korm(H + Ji)] C C, + Ji . (“) 
Proof of (*). First note, for j > 1: [H, Jj] = Jjrl (using (1) and (2)); 
[H, Cj] = [T> Cj] = Cj+l (by (4)); and [Jt , Cd C [Ji , Jjl C Ji+j (from (1)). 
Using these, one verifies by induction onj 
(H +- J$ .= C, + Jii jpl for j > 2. 
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(We refer on the left to the jth power as a Lie algebra). In particular, since 
J,, = kv”, 
(H + Ji)“-l = C,-, = kv”pl + kv’“. 
It follows that C+, is a characteristic ideal (that is, invariant under all derivations) 
in H + Ji . But then the centralizer of C,,-, in H + Ji , which is precisely 
C, + Ji, is characteristic as well. Thus if+ E Norm(H + Ji), [$, v] E [$, C, + Ji] C 
Cl + Ji, proving(*). 
We now prove that the normalizer tower of H is given by 
(i) Norm,(H) = kI + H + Jnwm for 1 < m <n - 2. 
(ii) Norm,-,(H) = kI + ko + J1 
(iii) Norm,(H) = J(v). 
Proof of(i). Since Jn = kvn, Norm,,(H) = H = H + Jn and so we need to 
show: For 3 .< i < n 
Norm(H + Ji) (= Norm(kl + H + Ji)) = kI+ H f Ji-1. 
Thus suppose + E Norm(H + Ji), i < 3 < n. By (*) 
[+, ~1 = q(u) + p where PEJ~ ,P(x) E&J. 
By (2), p 1 [Y, p] with ,E E Jipl . Then 
and so 
Then 
which yields 
[A ~1 = BJ(+, d mod(J, + C,) 
&A 4 ~1 = IM+J, 4 4 mod(Ji+d 
Using the Jacobi identity and (3) on the right hand side of the congruence we get 
[[A 71, VI =p(v)(uz + 2~~) --p'(4(v3 t v4> mod(Ji+l). 
But [$, T] E H + Ji and so by (4), (5) 
I[$, ~1, ~1 = 4y2 + 4 mod(Ji+l) 
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for some a E k. Equating coefficients of YO, vl,..., vi in the polynomials on the 
right hand side of the last two congruences, we find a = 0 and p(v) x 
b(v + 9) mod(C,_,) for some b E k. Hence 
so 
4 E bT -;- Jzel + Co C kI + H + J+ . 
Norm(H -t Ji) C kI + H -+ Jiel . 
Since H + Ji is clearly an ideal in kl + H + Jiel the inclusion is an equality. 
This proves (i). 
Proof of (ii). We need to show 
Norm(H + Jz) = kI + ka + J1. 
First observe that (T is, indeed, in the normalizer of H + Jz . In fact, since 
[u, Jo] C J1 , J1 = [v, Jo] and Jz = [v, J1], ad u induces the identity trans- 
formation on JljJz and so it stabilizes any subspace lying between J1 and J2 _ 
Thus it is clear that 
kl + ko + J1 C Norm(H + Jz). 
Now let 4 E Norm(H + Jz). By (*) 
[A VI = av + P with aE k, pi Jz. 
Choosing F E J1 so that [v, F] = p we have 
[6, - au - p, v] = 0 
and so 
(b t au f J1 -1 Co C ku -+ kl + J1 . 
This proves (ii). 
Proof of (iii). Since Norm,-,(H) contains Jl = [J(Y), J(v)], it is an ideal in 
J(V). So Norm,(H) = J(v). 1 
Thus, by Corollary 2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let H, V be as in the theorem. Then the derivation tower of the 
centerless Lie algebra Y(kI + H) = kI + H + V has height n. 
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3. REMARK ON THE “TOP” OF THE TOWER 
In [I] a claim is made regarding the terminal algebra in derivation towers which 
is contradicted by the above example. To elaborate, recall that a Lie algebra, L, 
is called almost algebraic (or, sometimes, splittable) if ad(L) contains the semi- 
simple and nilpotent parts of each of its elements. (Derivation algebras always 
have this property). An almost algebraic Lie algebra, L, has a decomposition 
L=S+A+N 
in which S is a Levi factor, N, the nilradical, is a semisimple S + A module and 
[S, A] =y [A, A] = 0 [4]. In [I, P ro osi ion p t I] it is alleged that the derivation 
tower of a centerless almost algebraic Lie algebra, L = S -1 A + N, stabilizes 
at an isomorph of Der(A + LW) where 
Lo = n L”. 
n>1 
Now, as proved in Theorem 2.5, the normalizer tower of H stabilizes at J(V) 
(which is a maximal solvable subalgebra of gI(V)). Thus the derivation tower of 
kI+ H + I’ stabilizes at J(V) + V. It is clear that kl + H + V is almost 
algebraic and in this case 
s = 0, A = kI, N=H+V. 
Furthermore 
(kI + H + V)w = V. 
However, by Proposition 2.1 
Der(kI+ I’) = Norm(k1) + V 
= gI(V) + P 
which is strictly larger than J(V) + V. 
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